
MAN EfficientLine 2.
Fuel saver and profi t maximiser.  

6.5%
less fuel consumption
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Some of the equipment illustrated in this brochure is not included in the series-production scope.
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 EfficientLine 2 with Euro 6 is better for the environment 
and uses less fuel than ever before. Diesel prices and staffing 
costs are the main factors affecting the Total Cost of Owner-
ship (TCO). Competitive pressures are on the rise in the long-
haul transport industry – you can put the brakes on costs now 
and adapt the TCO to your advantage.
Our MAN EfficientLine 2 vehicles offer you two factors that will 
have a positive effect; your drivers are thrilled to climb into 
your MAN and they still save fuel on the job. 

Whether you use the TGX EfficientLine 2 semitrailer tractor 
or a long-haul vehicle of your choice, you can leave cost 
pressures behind and reduce your CO2 emissions with the 
MAN EfficientLine 2. Get on board!

www.mantruckandbus.com

Efficiency champions: 
MAN EfficientLine 2
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Consistent, continued development of the MAN fuel-saving star; fuel savings of 6% 
are possible!

With the TGX EfficientLine with Euro 5 engines MAN already set standards in fuel consumption.
Through our consistent, continued development in the areas of efficiency and economy we have 
been able to achieve additional fuel savings of about 2 litres with measures such as optimisation 
of the driveline and introduction of the GPS-supported ‘Efficient Cruise’ cruise control. 
At the same time, we ensure compliance with the strict EURO 6 exhaust standard. Savings of 
18,000 litres can be increased by a further 12,000 litres, based on a service life of four years and 
an average annual driving distance of 150,000 km.

Cost killer.

"Our experience of the MAN Euro 6
vehicles has been absolutely positive.
We were very surprised about the low 
fuel consumption rates we achieved – 
on average they're one to two litres 
below those of the Euro 5 trucks.” 

Hansjörg Leinsle
Managing Director
Leinsle GmbH
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Economy Package.

The MAN EfficientLine fuel-saving equipment comes as an attractive 
offer with excellent cost savings compared to a freely configured vehicle 
with the same selection of equipment. 

Plus, you get a ProfiDrive®* voucher for two training modules in line with the 
EU directive on commercial driver qualification. 

We offer the optimised long-haul tractor TGX EfficientLine 2 as 4x2 with 
XLX cab and D26 engines with 294 kW (400 hp), 324 kW (440 hp) oder 353 kW 
(480 hp),  with a wheelbase of 3,600 mm. With these vehicles you will save in 
more than one way. They are particularly efficient and the many features en-
hancing efficiency boost the resale value, and you also profit from the especially 
attractive pricing.

* currently not available in all countries.
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The MAN TGX EfficientLine 2 4x2 semitrailer tractor

Engine 6-cylinder common-rail diesel
Power max 294 kW/400 hp, 324 kW/440 hp, 353 kW/480 hp, 294 kW/400 hp optional
Pollutant emissions category Euro 6
Wheelbase 3,600 mm
Cab XLX, medium-height high roof

Additional equipment*
Aeropackage Roof spoiler, side panels and flaps, chassis side trim left and right
Transmission MAN TipMatic® 2, optional MAN TipMatic® Profi, with Intarder
Fuel Tank Combined aluminium with 500 l right / 375 left and 60 l AdBlue®, Tanks with locks
Wheels Alloy wheels Alcoa Dura Bright on front and rear axle, without spare wheel and bracket
Tyres Continental ECO-PLUS, tyre tube with manometer
Rear axle Hypoid HY-1350, differential lock (optional)
Suspension Leaf/air, ECAS air suspension
Brake system MAN BrakeMatic® (electronic with ABS, ASR), disc brakes on front and rear axles, air dryer, heated
Driving dynamics control ESP
Alternator 28 V three-phase alternator 120 A 3360 W Longlife Eco
Air management Air Pressure Management (APM),
Compressed-air tank Aluminium
Daytime driving lights ECE R87 compliant
Speed limiter 85 km/h ± 1 km/h
Recommendation MAN TeleMatics® to optimise fleet management and economical driving, Tyre Pressure Monitor (TPM)

* Further options such as vehicle colour, cooler box, parking heater, leather seats, etc. may be selected. 
  Sun visor in front of windscreen and compressed-air horns on cab may not be selected.
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There is much more in there for you.

 Standard equipment for
 TGX EfficientLine 2 standard tractor 4x2 

 D26 engine with 12.4 l capacity 
 You can order this engine with ratings of 294 kW (400 hp), 
 324 kW (440 hp) or 353 kW (480 hp), with Top Torque 
 (enhancement of torque by 200 Nm respectively in gears 
 11 and 12.

 MAN TipMatic® 2 with Intarder
 Whether you choose MAN TipMatic® 2 Fleet working in
 automatic mode or MAN TipMatic® 2 Profi, which can either 
 be operated fully automatically or manually: the 12-gear 
 system has the optimum shifting strategy to drastically cut 
 diesel consumption. Moreover, the MAN TipMatic® 2 also 
 provides two additional transmission functions: 
 Speed Shifting (faster gear shifting in the higher gears) and 
 Idle Speed Driving (driving with the engine at idle speed).

 EfficientCruise® cruise control
 MAN EfficientCruise®, the GPS-supported cruise-control 
 system, is one of the fuel-saving assistance systems. 
 It registers the course of the road ahead with the uphill and 
 downhill gradients coming up and makes adjustments to 
 the speed that optimise consumption. 

 In addition, MAN EfficientCruise® sensibly stops the 
 MAN TipMatic® from changing down when travelling uphill.

 Air Pressure Management
 The unique APM from MAN automatically cuts out
 the compressor when it is not in use. 

 Aeropackage and chassis side trim  1

 The aeropackage and chassis side trim very much improve
 air resistance. Doing away with the sun visor and correct 
 spoiler adjustment are extra means of saving fuel.

 Energy tyres 
 The material composition and structure of the energy tyres
 reduce deformation and thus the rolling resistance and 
 fuel consumption. 
 Front and rear axles (without spare wheel and bracket)
 equipped with alloy wheels Alcoa Dura Bright mounted 
 with tyres Continental ECO-PLUS.

 Daytime driving lights 
 MAN daytime driving lights require only about a quarter 
 of the power of a halogen dipped beam. 

 Driving speed limiter to 85 km/h
 Setting the driving speed limiter to 85 km/h instead of 
 89 km/h reduces the rolling resistance by approx. 10%.

1 = Not available with 1160 l fuel tank capacity
2 = expected availability from Q3, 2015
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 Add-on equipment for increased efficiency:

 Tyre Pressure Monitor (TPM) 
 Just 2 bar too little tyre pressure will increase 
 consumption by 0.2 l over 100 km. TPM checks the 
 correct air pressure and prevents 90% of all flats.

 Idle shutdown 
 Automatic shutdown after four minutes of idling saves 
 fuel and CO2.

 LED rear lights  2

 These lights have a long service life and a low demand 
 for power.

 MAN TeleMatics® voucher
 This application serves to optimise the deployment and
 economical operation of the vehicle.

 Alternator Longlife Eco
 The new alternator with 10 A more amperage and 4% 
 higher energy efficiency contributes to fuel reduction with 
 the extra benefit of longer service life.

 Weight-reduced equipment 1

 Compressed-air tank1, fuel tank and wheel rims of
 aluminium plus dispensing with sun visor and spare
 wheel all reduce vehicle weight substantially and raise 
 payload by as much as 500 kg. 

 MAN ProfiDrive® voucher
 The voucher includes one theoretical and one practical 
 module for the instruction of commercial drivers to 
 optimize economical, fuel-saving driving habits. 
 (Currently not available in all countries.)

 Door extension
 The door extension fitted as standard contributes to 
 improved aerodynamics.

 MAN TeleMatics® on-board module
 Hardware for TeleMatics® applications



 The EfficientLine 2 packages

 MAN TipMatic® 2 Fleet or Profi

 New alternator Longlife Eco

 85 km/h speed limiter

 Daytime driving lights

 Aluminium air reservoirs 
 (not available for all versions)

 Without spare wheel bracket

 Air Pressure Management

 EfficientRoll ("sailing" function) 2, not available 
 in combination with EfficientCruise

 EfficientCruise 2  3, not available in combination 
 with EfficientRoll

 All variants are available with and without 
 the Aero package

10 Additional EfficientLine 2 packages

Your options for saving.

Start saving now – with the EfficientLine 2 packages for TGX and TGS.

If you don't need our star fuel-saver with its full package of equipment, we have 
a number of other attractive offers. The EfficientLine packages for various 4x2 
and 6x2 models in the MAN TGS and TGX series with leaf/air and full air sus-
pension are similarly right up your street in terms of fuel saving - also available 
as an Ultra variant for maximum cargo volume in semitrailers and bodies. When 
it comes to the engines, you can choose between the D201 (235/256 kW or 
320/360 hp) and the D26 (294/324/353 kW or 400/440/480 hp). 
Whichever package is the right one for you, you benefit in every case from a 
significant reduction in fuel consumption and an attractive discount. On top of 
that, the EfficientLine 2 packages give you the freedom to configure the rest of 
your vehicle just as your individual requirements dictate. Equipping models with 
the Aero package leads to an additional discount.

New: the EfficientLine 2 package with EfficientCruise. The previous Efficient-
Line package has also been extended with the addition of the transmission 
function EfficientRoll ("sailing" function). A combination of the two is currently 
not possible.

1 = 235 kW/320 hp only available for TGS
2 = Availability depending on package
3 = available with TipMatic® 2
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The EfficientLine 2 packages are available for the following vehicles:

TGX 4x2 EfficientLine 2

MAN TGS with LX cab as 18.xxx 
4x2 BLS

MAN TGS with LX cab
as 26.xxx 6x2-2 BL, 26.xxx 6x2-2 LL,
26.xxx 6x2-2 LL-U

MAN TGX with XXL cab (also XLX)
as 18.xxx 4x2 BLS, 18.xxx 4x2 LLS,
18.xxx 4x2 LLS-U

MAN TGX with XLX cab (also XXL)
as 26.xxx 6x2-2 BL, 26.xxx 6x2-2 LL,
26.xxx 6x2-2 LL-U

MAN TGX with XLX cab (also XXL)
as 26.xxx 6x2/4 BLS, 26.xxx 6x2/2 BLS,
24.xxx 6x2/2 BLS
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